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Blitzer Introductory Algebra 6th Edition
Bob Blitzer has inspired thousands of students with his engaging approach to mathematics, making this
beloved series the #1 in the market. Blitzer draws on his unique background in mathematics and
behavioral science to present the full scope of mathematics with vivid applications in real-life situations.
Students stay engaged because Blitzer often uses pop-culture and up-to-date references to connect math
to students’ lives, showing that their world is profoundly mathematical.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you
select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title,
including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before
completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code,
the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code.
Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of
being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -Blitzer's Thinking Mathematically with Integrated Review is a co-requisite course solution, offering a
complete liberal arts mathematics MyMathLab® course with integrated review of select topics from
developmental algebra. This course solution may be used in a co-requisite course model, or simply to
help under-prepared students master prerequisite skills and concepts. About Blitzer's Thinking
Mathematically: For courses in liberal arts mathematics In Thinking Mathematically, Sixth Edition, Bob
Blitzer's distinctive and relatable voice motivates students from diverse backgrounds and majors,
engaging them in the math through compelling, real-world applications. Understanding that most
students in a liberal arts math course are not math majors, and are unlikely to take another math class,
Blitzer has provided tools in every chapter to help them master the material with confidence, while also
showing them the beauty and fun of math. The variety of topics and flexibility of sequence make this text
appropriate for a one- or two-term course in liberal arts mathematics or general education mathematics.
0321986342 / 9780321986344 Thinking Mathematically with Integrated Review and Worksheets plus
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NEW MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0321262522 /
9780321262523 MyMathLab -- Valuepack Access Card 0321867327 / 9780321867322 Thinking
Mathematically 0321986407 / 9780321986405 Worksheets for Thinking Mathematically with Integrated
Review
Introductory Algebra for College StudentsCustom Edition for College of the CanyonsCollege
AlgebraPearson Higher Ed
Algebra and Trigonometry Plus Mylab Math with Etext -- 24-Month Access Card Package
Precalculus Essentials
Algebra: structure and method: book 1
Introductory Algebra for College Students, Mathxl Valuepack Access Card (6-Mo)
Gets them engaged. Keeps them engaged. Bob Blitzer's use of realistic applications instantly
piques students' curiosity about the presence of mathematical concepts in the world around them.
These applications are apparent throughout the entire program-from his relatable examples,
friendly writing style, and thought-provoking features in the textbook, to the enhanced digital
resources in the MyMathLab course. Blitzer pulls from topics that are relevant to college
students, often from pop culture and everyday life, to ensure that students will actually use
their learning resources to achieve success. With an expansion of the series to now include a
Developmental Math "all-in-one" text (with content spanning prealgebra through intermediate
algebra), and with an enhanced media program accompanying this revision, developmental students
at all levels will see how math applies to their daily lives and culture. Also available with
MyMathLab MyMathLab® is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work
with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment,
students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study
plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. Note: You are
purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. Students,
if interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more
information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for:
0134192907 / 9780134192901 * Introductory & Intermediate Algebra for College Students Access
Card Package Package consists of: 0134178149 / 9780134178141 * Introductory & Intermediate
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Algebra for College Students 0321431308 / 9780321431301 * MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card
0321654064 / 9780321654069 * MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker
This edition features the exact same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-holepunched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value-this format costs
significantly less than a new textbook. Bob Blitzer has inspired thousands of students with his
engaging approach to mathematics, making this beloved series the #1 in the market. Blitzer draws
on his unique background in mathematics and behavioral science to present the full scope of
mathematics with vivid applications in real-life situations. Students stay engaged because
Blitzer often uses pop-culture and up-to-date references to connect math to students' lives,
showing that their world is profoundly mathematical.
This book presents the traditional content of Precalculus in a manner that answers the age-old
question of “When will I ever use this?” Highlighting truly relevant applications, this book
presents the material in an easy to teach from/easy to learn from approach. KEY TOPICS Chapter
topics include equations, inequalities, and mathematical models; functions and graphs;
polynomial and rational functions; exponential and logarithmic functions; trigonometric
functions; analytic trigonometry; systems of equations and inequalities; conic sections and
analytic geometry; and sequences, induction, and probability. For individuals studying
Precalculus.
Intermediate Algebra
Thinking Mathematically with Integrated Review and Learning Guide Plus New Mymathlab with
Pearson Etext -- Access Card Package
Intermediate Algebra 2e
Beginning & Intermediate Algebra

This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Dugopolski’s College Algebra, Fifth Edition gives readers the essential strategies to help them
develop the comprehension and confidence they need to be successful in this course. Readers will find enough carefully placed
learning aids and review tools to help them do the math without getting distracted from their objectives. Regardless of their goals
beyond the course, all readers will benefit from Dugopolski’s emphasis on problem solving and critical thinking, which is enhanced
by the addition of nearly 1,000 exercises in this edition.
Bob Blitzer has inspired thousands of students with his engaging approach to mathematics, making this beloved series the #1 in the
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market. Blitzer draws on his unique background in mathematics and behavioral science to present the full scope of mathematics
with vivid applications in real-life situations. Students stay engaged because Blitzer often uses pop-culture and up-to-date
references to connect math to students’ lives, showing that their world is profoundly mathematical. This is the standalone book, if
the student wants the book/access card order the ISBN below; 0321900774 / 9780321900777 Precalculus Essentials plus NEW
MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Gluein Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 0321729560 / 9780321729569 Precalculus Essentials
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. NOTE: Make sure to use the dashes shown on the Access Card Code when entering
the code. Student can use the URL and phone number below to help answer their questions:
http://247pearsoned.custhelp.com/app/home 800-677-6337
College Algebra provides a comprehensive exploration of algebraic principles and meets scope and sequence requirements for a
typical introductory algebra course. The modular approach and richness of content ensure that the book meets the needs of a
variety of courses. College Algebra offers a wealth of examples with detailed, conceptual explanations, building a strong
foundation in the material before asking students to apply what they've learned. Coverage and Scope In determining the concepts,
skills, and topics to cover, we engaged dozens of highly experienced instructors with a range of student audiences. The resulting
scope and sequence proceeds logically while allowing for a significant amount of flexibility in instruction. Chapters 1 and 2
provide both a review and foundation for study of Functions that begins in Chapter 3. The authors recognize that while some
institutions may find this material a prerequisite, other institutions have told us that they have a cohort that need the prerequisite
skills built into the course. Chapter 1: Prerequisites Chapter 2: Equations and Inequalities Chapters 3-6: The Algebraic Functions
Chapter 3: Functions Chapter 4: Linear Functions Chapter 5: Polynomial and Rational Functions Chapter 6: Exponential and
Logarithm Functions Chapters 7-9: Further Study in College Algebra Chapter 7: Systems of Equations and Inequalities Chapter 8:
Analytic Geometry Chapter 9: Sequences, Probability and Counting Theory
College Algebra with Modeling & Visualization
Thinking Mathematically
Beginning and Intermediate Algebra
College Algebra in Context
Strategies for Success, Second Edition provides a series of study skills activities designed to foster student
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success in college mathematics. Lynn Marecek and MaryAnne Anthony-Smith encourage students to take an
active approach in determining what they need to do to become successful math students. These proven, classtested activities have been developed over many semesters from the authors' firsthand experience with their own
students. This workbook contains 44 activities, in ready-to-use worksheet format. The activities can be used in
several ways–individual work, group work, or large group discussion. They can be used in class or assigned as
homework. An accompanying Instructor's Guide is available that contains instructions and implementation
strategies for each activity to help instructors easily integrate Strategies for Success into their classes. Some of
the topics covered include Notebook Preparation, Reading a Math Textbook, Successful Student Behavior, Time
Management, Test Preparation Skills, Study Group Ideas, and much more. The Second Edition also includes
several new activities that focus on specific study skills needed by students doing their homework exercises on a
computer in online, hybrid, emporium, or redesign formats.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select
the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including
customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a
CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages
Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If
you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and
you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the
seller prior to purchase. -- Bob Blitzer has inspired thousands of students with his engaging approach to
mathematics, making this beloved series the #1 in the market. Blitzer draws on his unique background in
mathematics and behavioral science to present the full scope of mathematics with vivid applications in real-life
situations. Students stay engaged because Blitzer often uses pop-culture and up-to-date references to connect
math to students' lives, showing that their world is profoundly mathematical. 0321900774 / 9780321900777
Precalculus Essentials plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of
0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab/MyStatLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069
MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 0321729560 / 9780321729569 Precalculus Essentials
For courses in Precalculus Mathematics. Show students that our world is profoundly mathematical Bob Blitzer
continues to inspire students with his engaging approach to mathematics, making this beloved series the #1 in
the market year after year. Blitzer draws on his unique background in mathematics and behavioral science to
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present a wide range of vivid applications in real-life situations. Students of all majors stay engaged because
Blitzer uses pop-culture and up-to-date references to connect math to students' lives, showing that our world is
profoundly mathematical. With the new edition, Blitzer takes student engagement with the mathematical world
to a whole new level drawing from applications across all fields as well as topics that are of interest to any college
student (e.g., student loan debt, grade inflation, sleep hours of college students). Applications are also brought to
life online in a new, assignable video series that explore the entertaining and mathematical Blitzer Bonus boxes.
The new edition also aims to help more students to succeed in the course with just-in-time support in the
text--such as Brief Review of prerequisite topics, Achieving Success boxes, and Retain the Concepts exercises--as
well as support within Pearson MyLab Math such as new concept-level videos, assignable tools to enhance
visualization, and more. Also available with Pearson MyLab(tm) Math Pearson MyLab Math is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve
results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and
pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. The
new edition continues to expand the comprehensive auto-graded exercise options. In addition, Pearson MyLab
Math includes new options designed to help students of all levels and majors to stay engaged and succeed in the
course. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab(tm) & Mastering(tm) does not come packaged
with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your instructor for
the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.
If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab & Mastering, search for: 0134453271 /
9780134453279 Precalculus Plus MyLab Math with eText -- Access Card Package, 6/e Package consists of:
0134469143 / 9780134469140 Precalculus 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyLab Math -- Glue-in Access Card
0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyLab Math Inside Star Sticker
Precalculus
Algebra and Trigonometry
MyMathLab Edition
With Applications for the Managerial, Life, and Social Sciences

KEY BENEFIT: Harshbarger/Yocco's College Algebra in Context with Applications for the Managerial, Life, and
Social Sciences, Third Edition uses modeling and real-data problems to develop the skills that readers will
need for their future courses and careers. Applications anticipate the math that readers will encounter in their
professional lives, giving them the practice they need to become adept problem-solvers. Every chapter begins
with the Algebra Toolbox, which reviews the skills and
concepts necessary to master the material ahead. This
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new full-color edition offers a greater number of technology tips, and the content has been reorganized to
accommodate a wide range of course syllabi. KEY TOPICS: Functions, Graphs, and Models; Linear Models,
Equations and Inequalities; Quadratic and Other Nonlinear Functions; Additional Topics with Functions;
Exponential and Logarithmic Functions; Higher-Degree Polynomial and Rational Functions; Systems of
Equations and Inequalities; Matrices; Special Topics MARKET: For all readers interested in college algebra.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you
select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title,
including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you
may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may
have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access
codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or
a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- By connecting applications, modeling,
and visualization, Gary Rockswold motivates students to learn mathematics in the context of their experiences.
In order to both learn and retain the material, students must see a connection between the concepts and their
real lives. In this new edition, connections are taken to a new level with "See the Concept" features, where
students make important connections through detailed visualizations that deepen understanding. Rockswold is
also known for presenting the concept of a function as a unifying theme, with an emphasis on the rule of four
(verbal, graphical, numerical, and symbolic representations). A flexible approach allows instructors to strike
their own balance of skills, rule of four, applications, modeling, and technology. 0321900456 / 9780321900456
Algebra and Trigonometry with Modeling & Visualization Plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText - Access Card
Package Package consists of: 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab/MyStatLab -- Glue-in Access Card
0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 0321826124 / 9780321826121 Algebra and
Trigonometry with Modeling & Visualization
The Bittinger Worktext Series recognizes that math hasn’t changed, but students–and the way they learn
math–have. This latest edition continues the Bittinger tradition of objective-based, guided learning, while also
integrating timely updates to the proven pedagogy. This edition has a greater emphasis on guided learning and
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helping students get the most out of all of the resources available, including new mobile learning resources,
whether in a traditional lecture, hybrid, lab-based, or online course. MyMathLab not included. Students, if
MyMathLab is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct
ISBN and course ID. MyMathLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact
your Pearson representative for more information. MyMathLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
product designed to personalize learning and improve results. With a wide range of interactive, engaging, and
assignable activities, students are encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course concepts.
Introductory Algebra for College Students
A Graphical Approach to College Algebra
Thinking Mathematically Plus NEW MyMathLab with Pearson EText -- Access Card Package
Elementary & Intermediate Algebra
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. In Thinking Mathematically, Sixth Edition, Bob Blitzer’s distinctive and
relatable voice motivates students from diverse backgrounds and majors, engaging them in the math through compelling,
real-world applications. Understanding that most students in a liberal arts math course are not math majors, and are
unlikely to take another math class, Blitzer has provided tools in every chapter to help them master the material with
confidence, while also showing them the beauty and fun of math. The variety of topics and flexibility of sequence make
this text appropriate for a one- or two-term course in liberal arts mathematics or general education mathematics.
"The text is suitable for a typical introductory algebra course, and was developed to be used flexibly. While the breadth of
topics may go beyond what an instructor would cover, the modular approach and the richness of content ensures that the
book meets the needs of a variety of programs."--Page 1.
For courses in College Algebra. Show students that our world is profoundly mathematical Bob Blitzer continues to inspire
students with his engaging approach to mathematics, making this beloved series the #1 in the market year after year.
Blitzer draws on his unique background in mathematics and behavioral science to present a wide range of vivid
applications in real-life situations. Students of all majors stay engaged because Blitzer uses pop-culture and up-to-date
references to connect math to students’ lives, showing that our world is profoundly mathematical. With the new edition,
Blitzer takes student engagement with the mathematical world to a whole new level drawing from applications across all
fields as well as topics that are of interest to any college student (e.g., student loan debt, grade inflation, sleep hours of
college students). Applications are also brought to life online in a new, assignable video series that explore the
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entertaining and mathematical Blitzer Bonus boxes. The new edition also aims to help more students to succeed in the
course with just-in-time support in the text — such as Brief Review of prerequisite topics, Achieving Success boxes, and
Retain the Concepts exercises — as well as support within MyLab™ Math such as new concept-level videos, assignable
tools to enhance visualization, and more. Also available with MyLab Math MyLab™ Math is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps
them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab
does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab, ask your instructor
for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you
would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab, search for: 0134765540 / 9780134765549 College Algebra
Essentials Plus MyLab Math with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 5/e Package consists of: 0134469291 /
9780134469294 College Algebra Essentials 0134757882 / 9780134757889 MyLab Math with Pearson eText Standalone Access Card - for College Algebra Essentials
Introductory Algebra for College Students, Books a la Carte Edition Plus Mymathlab
Custom Edition for College of the Canyons
College Algebra
Strategies for Success

This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. A Graphical Approach to Algebra and Trigonometry illustrates how the graph of a function can be used to support the
solutions of equations and inequalities involving the function. Beginning with linear functions in Chapter 1, the text uses a four-part process to
analyze each type of function, starting first with the graph of the function, then the equation, the associated inequality of that equation, and
ending with applications. The text covers all of the topics typically caught in a college algebra course, but with an organization that fosters
studentsʼ understanding of the interrelationships among graphs, equations, and inequalities. With the Fifth Edition, the text continues to
evolve as it addresses the changing needs of todayʼs students. Included are additional components to build skills, address critical thinking,
solve applications, and apply technology to support traditional algebraic solutions, while maintaining its unique table of contents and functionsbased approach. A Graphical Approach to Algebra and Trigonometry continues to incorporate an open design, with helpful features and
careful explanations of topics.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations
are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. 0134584872 / 9780134584874 Introductory Algebra for College Students, Books a la Carte Edition PLUS MyMathLab 7/e Package
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consists of: 0134178106 / 9780134178103 Introductory Algebra for College Students, Books a la Carte Edition 7/e 0321262522 /
9780321262523 MyMathLab -- Valuepack Access Card 6/e
In Thinking Mathematically, Sixth Edition, Bob Blitzer's distinctive and relatable voice motivates students from diverse backgrounds and
majors, engaging them in the math through compelling, real-world applications. Understanding that most students in a liberal arts math
course are not math majors, and are unlikely to take another math class, Blitzer has provided tools in every chapter to help them master the
material with confidence, while also showing them the beauty and fun of math. The variety of topics and flexibility of sequence make this text
appropriate for a one- or two-term course in liberal arts mathematics or general education mathematics. ALERT: Before you purchase, check
with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson;
check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the
seller prior to purchase. 0321923235 / 9780321923233 Thinking Mathematically plus NEW MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card
Package Package consists of: 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab
Inside Star Sticker 0321867327 / 9780321867322 Thinking Mathematically
A Graphical Approach to Algebra and Trigonometry
Elementary Algebra 2e
Introductory and Intermediate Algebra for College Students
Study Skills for the College Math Student
Hornsby/Lial/Rockswold's Graphical Approach covers functions through a consistent four part analytical
process that asks students to 1) Examine the nature of the graph 2) Solve a typical equation analytically and
graphically 3) Solve the related inequality analytically and graphically, and finally, 4) Apply analytic and
graphical methods to solve an application of that class of function. Note: You are purchasing a standalone
product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. MyMathLab is not a self-paced technology
and should only be purchased when required by an instructor. If you would like to purchase both the physical
text and MyMathLab, search for: 032190981X / 9780321909817 A Graphical Approach to College Algebra Plus
NEW MyMathLab -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 0321920309 /
9780321920300 A Graphical Approach to College Algebra
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Elayn Martin-Gay's developmental math textbooks
and video resources are motivated by her firm belief that every student can succeed. Martin-Gay's focus on the
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student shapes her clear, accessible writing, inspires her constant pedagogical innovations, and contributes to
the popularity and effectiveness of her video resources (available separately). This revision of Martin-Gay's
algebra series continues her focus on students and what they need to be successful.
This print textbook is available for students to rent for their classes. The Pearson print rental program
provides students with affordable access to learning materials, so they come to class ready to succeed. For
courses in Introductory Algebra. Gets them engaged. Keeps them engaged. Bob Blitzer's Developmental
Algebra Series shows developmental students at all levels how math applies to their daily lives and culture.
Blitzer's use of realistic, interesting applications instantly piques students' curiosity about mathematical
concepts in the world around them. These applications are apparent throughout the entire program -- from his
student-friendly examples, unique writing style, and thought-provoking features to the digital resources in the
MyLab Math course. In this revision Blitzer updates his hallmark applications, pulling from topics that are
relevant to college students -- often from pop culture, the news, and everyday life -- to ensure that they will
actually use their learning resources to achieve success. Also available with MyLab Math By combining trusted
author content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab Math personalizes the learning experience and
improves results for each student. 0136551637 / 9780136551638 INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS [RENTAL EDITION], 8/e
Introductory and Intermediate Algebra, Global Edition
College Algebra Essentials
Introductory Algebra for College Students [rental Edition]

Normal 0 false false false MicrosoftInternetExplorer4 This edition features the exact same content as the
traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great
value--this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. The Sullivan/Struve/Mazzarella Algebraprogram
is designed to motivate students to "do the math"-- at home or in the lab--and supports a variety of learning
environments. The text is known for its two-column example format that provides annotations to the left of the
algebra. These annotations explain what the authors are about to do in each step (instead of what was just
done), just as an instructor would do.
For courses in College Algebra. Show students that our world is profoundly mathematical Bob Blitzer continues
to inspire students with his engaging approach to mathematics, making this beloved series the #1 in the market
year after year. Blitzer draws on his unique background in mathematics and behavioral science to present a wide
range of vivid applications in real-life situations. Students of all majors stay engaged because Blitzer uses popculture and up-to-date references to connect math to students' lives, showing that our world is profoundly
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mathematical. With the new edition, Blitzer takes student engagement with the mathematical world to a whole
new level drawing from applications across all fields as well as topics that are of interest to any college student
(e.g., student loan debt, grade inflation, sleep hours of college students). Applications are also brought to life
online in a new, assignable video series that explore the entertaining and mathematical Blitzer Bonus boxes. The
new edition also aims to help more students to succeed in the course with just-in-time support in the text--such
as Brief Review of prerequisite topics, Achieving Success boxes, and Retain the Concepts exercises--as well as
support within Pearson MyLab Math such as new concept-level videos, assignable tools to enhance visualization,
and more. Also available with Pearson MyLab(tm) Math Pearson MyLab Math is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its
structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized
study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. The new edition continues
to expand the comprehensive auto-graded exercise options. In addition, Pearson MyLab Math includes new
options designed to help students of all levels and majors to stay engaged and succeed in the course. Note: You
are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab(tm)& Mastering(tm) does not come packaged with this content.
Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would
like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab & Mastering, search for: 0134494954 / 9780134494951
Algebra and Trigonometry Plus MyLab Math with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 6/e Package consists of:
0134463218 / 9780134463216 Algebra and Trigonometry 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyLab Math -- Glue-in
Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyLab Math Inside Star Sticker
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson''s MyLab(tm) products exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
Pearson''s MyLab products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books,
rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson,
the access codes for Pearson''s MyLab products may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For courses in College Algebra. This package
includes MyLab Math. Show students that our world is profoundly mathematical Bob Blitzer continues to inspire
students with his engaging approach to mathematics, making this beloved series the #1 in the market year after
year. Blitzer draws on his unique background in mathematics and behavioral science to present a wide range of
vivid applications in real-life situations. Students of all majors stay engaged because Blitzer uses pop-culture
and up-to-date references to connect math to students'' lives, showing that our world is profoundly
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mathematical. With the new edition, Blitzer takes student engagement with the mathematical world to a whole
new level drawing from applications across all fields as well as topics that are of interest to any college student
(e.g., student loan debt, grade inflation, sleep hours of college students). Applications are also brought to life
online in a new, assignable video series that explore the entertaining and mathematical Blitzer Bonus boxes. The
new edition also aims to help more students to succeed in the course with just-in-time support in the text--such
as Brief Review of prerequisite topics, Achieving Success boxes, and Retain the Concepts exercises--as well as
support within MyLab(tm) Math such as new concept-level videos, assignable tools to enhance visualization, and
more. Personalize learning with MyLab Math. MyLab(tm) Math is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan
that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. The 6th Edition continues to expand
the comprehensive auto-graded exercise options. In addition, MyLab Math includes new options designed to
help students of all levels and majors to stay engaged and succeed in the course. NOTE: This package includes a
MyLab Math access kit created specifically for Blitzer, Algebra & Trigonometry 6/e. This title-specific access kit
provides access to the Blitzer, Algebra & Trigonometry 6/e accompanying MyLab course ONLY. 0134765508 /
9780134765501 Algebra and Trigonometry Plus MyLab Math with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 6/e
Package consists of: 0134463218 / 9780134463216 Algebra and Trigonometry 0134758846 / 9780134758848
MyLab Math with Pearson eText - Standalone Access Card - for Algebra and Trigonometry
John Hornsby, University of New Orleans, Margaret L. Lial, American River College, Gary K. Rockswold,
Minnesota State University, Mankato

Beecher, Penna, and Bittinger's College Algebra is known for enabling students to “see
the math” through its focus on visualization and early introduction to functions. With
theFourth Edition, the authors continue to innovate by incorporating more ongoing review
to help students develop their understanding and study effectively. Mid-chapter Review
exercise sets have been added to give students practice in synthesizing the concepts, and
new Study Summaries provide built-in tools to help them prepare for tests. The MyMathLab
course (access kit required) has been expanded so that the online content is even more
integrated with the text's approach, with the addition of Vocabulary, Synthesis, and Midchapter Review exercises from the text as well as example-based videos created by the
authors.
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Get Better Results with high quality content, exercise sets, and step-by-step pedagogy!
Tyler Wallace continues to offer an enlightened approach grounded in the fundamentals of
classroom experience in Beginning and Intermediate Algebra. The text reflects the
compassion and insight of its experienced author with features developed to address the
specific needs of developmental level students. Throughout the text, the author
communicates to students the very points their instructors are likely to make during
lecture, and this helps to reinforce the concepts and provide instruction that leads
students to mastery and success. The exercises, along with the number of practice
problems and group activities available, permit instructors to choose from a wealth of
problems, allowing ample opportunity for students to practice what they learn in lecture
to hone their skills. In this way, the book perfectly complements any learning platform,
whether traditional lecture or distance-learning; its instruction is so reflective of
what comes from lecture, that students will feel as comfortable outside of class as they
do inside class with their instructor.
Did you decide NOT to purchase the accompanying textbook at the beginning of the
semester? Are you now wishing that you had a textbook? We have designed a product just
for your situation--more economical, more portable (thinner and paperback), and more
relevant (spiral binding for use next to your computer) for you. The MyMathLab Edition of
your textbook is designed for review, reference, and study and does not contain any
exercise sets. Exercise sets can be found in the ebook inside your MML course.
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